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Are we now ready for another bull run in the market?

Path 1: The recession is old news, the cycle has reset, and a new uptrend is
underway

Under this scenario the bear market likely ended in June, and the most sensi ve to
economic growth investments, like small-cap stocks, are ready to assume leadership.

Current view:
While possible, it isn’t a very likely outcome, as risks to growth s ll skew to the
downside. While the economy contracted for two consecu ve quarters, condi ons
are not yet consistent with a broad-based decline in ac vity, as last week's data
showcased. Without any weakness in the labor market, a rise in defaults, or a decline
in corporate profits, it is hard to argue that the business cycle has reset and that a
new expansion is underway. The Fed is s ll a ways away from concluding its
tightening campaign. 

Path 2: A "so ish" landing is achieved, with the economy narrowly avoiding an
official contraction; the cycle continues to mature  

Under this scenario the current growth scare proves to be a midcycle slowdown and
not something worse. The gradual easing of infla on pressures does not require the
Fed to over ghten, with officials pausing rate hikes early next year. Growth remains
weak, infla on slowly rolls over, vola lity stays high, and markets are rangebound in
the coming months. This backdrop favors balanced posi oning across cyclical and
defensive asset classes.

Current view:
The Fed does not have a great track record of ghtening just enough to slow infla on
without pushing the economy into a recession. However, the broad decline in
commodity prices in recent months provides some relief. And the Fed's outsized rate
hikes early on suggest that borrowing costs don’t have to rise much more from here.
This scenario is reasonable, and if it materializes, it will mean that the market's low is
already in and that the expectations for an early 2023 pause will be validated.

Path 3: The economy is heading toward a mild 2023 recession as Fed ghtening
continues to bite
The July Fed meeting confirmed that future rate hikes will be data-dependent

Broad infla on pressures suggest that the Fed has more work to do in its infla on
fight, while the en re effect of the exis ng rate hikes has not yet been fully felt in the



economy. Restric ve policy drives the unemployment rate higher and corporate
earnings lower, in which case the midsummer gains prove to be a bear-market rally,
with major indexes heading lower.

Current view:
Currently, a mild recession is about equally as likely as the chance for a so  landing.
The signal from the yield-curve inversion and weakness in some leading economic
indicators should not be dismissed. However, the strength in consumer finances and
the strong momentum in the labor market provide a cushion against a sharp
downturn, with unemployment rising only modestly and equity markets not matching
the declines seen in past deep recessions.

The job market is heating up instead of cooling -- not what the Fed wants to see

The U.S. economy added an impressive 528,000 jobs last month, more than double
what was expected, while the unemployment rate declined to 3.5%, matching the pre-
pandemic low, which was the lowest since 1969. The job gains were broad-based
across different industries, defying expecta ons for a slowdown in job crea on.
Meanwhile, wage growth rose more than expected, up 0.5% from the prior month and
5.2% over the past year, sugges ng that wage pressure will keep services infla on
elevated in the near term. And the labor-force par cipa on rate (the number of
people in the job market either working or looking for work) declined, adding more
evidence that the imbalance between the demand and supply of labor is not
improving, as Fed officials have been hoping for currently.

While the strength in the labor market is good news for the economy, it is bad news
for the Fed, as it implies that more rate hikes are needed to cool the s ll- ght labor
market and ease infla on. In reac on to the employment data, equity markets
declined, and bond yields rose, as expecta ons for Fed policy recalibrated higher. The
bond market now expects another outsized rate hike of 0.75% in September, instead
of the 0.5% hike that was priced in before, with a peak fed funds rate of 3.6% in
March 20231. Because part of the midsummer rally was based on the expectation of a
policy pivot, with the Fed le ng off the breaks, last week's data could disrupt the
recent market calm. Further gains could be more difficult to achieve, as it may take

me for infla on to come down and the Fed to signal the pause. However, between
now and the September mee ng, Fed officials will have another employment report
and two more infla on readings to look at before tweaking their projec ons for the
path of rate hikes. And the uptrend in jobless claims, along with the recent down ck
in job openings, suggests that the excep onal strength on the jobs front will be hard
to maintain.  



Source: Bloomberg.

The graph shows the strong monthly U.S. payroll gains that far exceed the gains
needed to keep unemployment from rising

(Source: oXYGen & Jones)

Markets For The Week

Earnings Highlights This Week

AMD: AMD reported earnings for the quarter ended in June that beat es mates. The
chipmaker gave a forecast for the current quarter that came in under Wall Street
expectations.

Paypal: PayPal’s results beat expecta ons for the second quarter. The financial



services company has a new $15 billion share buyback program.

Robinhood: Robinhood CEO Vlad Tenev said the company will reduce its headcount
by about 23%. The company also dropped its second-quarter earnings report, which
showed a decline in monthly active users and assets under custody.

Jet Blue: JetBlue Airways posted a second-quarter loss but said it expects to post a
profit in the third quarter. It remained cau ous on growth this summer as costs
surged. Spirit Airlines last week agreed to sell itself to JetBlue for $3.8 billion.

Uber: Uber reported a net loss of $2.6 billion for the second quarter, $1.7 billion of
which was a ributed to investments and a revalua on of stakes in Aurora, Grab and
Zomato. Uber beat analyst es mates on revenue. CEO Dara Khosrowshahi said Uber
con nues to benefit from an increase in on-demand transporta on and a shi  in
spending from retail to services.

News and Notes
Were You Affected By The Equifax Credit Fiasco?
 
Who was affected by the credit reporting error from Equifax?

Equifax had a coding issue that resulted in inaccurate consumer credit scores
between March 17th and April 6th this year.
Equifax said that a sizable number (we don’t really know if that is 300,000 or
millions) had a shi  of 25 points or more on their FICO score due to the error.
(One woman in FL said 130 points)
This is more than enough to have affected a lending decision from approval to
denial or what kind of loan rate you received.
You should always check your credit score on a regular basis- errors can be
made all the time.

Why would a credit scoring mistake matter (for a loan)?
Credit scores largely determine if you get approved for something (credit card,
auto loan) and help dictate your interest rate.
FICO Scores typically range from 300 to 850 and are what most lenders use to
inform their decisions.
For mortgages and auto loans they typically use 20-point bands – 700 to 719 –
as an example- you generally get the same rate if you fall in that band.

How can you tell if you were affected by the coding issue?
It’s unclear right now when you will hear from your bank or lender, but many
big lenders are working with Equifax to figure this out. It may be best to file a
dispute on Equifax if you think something is wrong.
Not all lenders go to all three agencies (Equifax, TransUnion, Experian). So, your
recent lender may have never seen your Equifax score.
Just because Equifax provided your score, doesn’t mean it was inaccurate
enough to change your loan rate. 
Mortgages are more complicated because lenders usually use the score in the
middle.
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